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Davies Park improvement plan
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Community Ideas
The improvement plan lacks any green park 
facilities or details. The notes in red identify 
park elements which residents have identified 
are needed in a new park.

The blue line indicates community priority for 
funding and building:
• Green park areas fronting Montague   
 Road; and
• The Jane Street Community Garden.

Other items on the plan exceed budget 
and should be funded elsewhere or in the 
subsequent stage/s.
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Existing gardens: Retro-fitted

Extension gardens: Reclaimed & improved

Jane Street Community Garden: Extension concept
Council has identified that the whole of Davies Park has levels of contamination: a mix of burnt off carbon material and hydrocarbons from the old speedway that was 
located here. Council has identified that the Jane Street Community Garden has to be moved and has proposed a new site behind the soccer pitch goals. The proposed 
location is a poor outcome for the Community Garden. It provides poor access to northern light, overshadowing across its whole length from mature trees and a long 
frontage facing the goal post of the soccer pitch. Plants will be substantially shaded and then constantly impacted by soccer balls and players looking for soccer balls. After-
hours, there is no street surveillance and the site may become a problem area. The current gardens have a quiet atmosphere. The proposed site will place them at the entry 
to the busy markets, which may impact the gardens with unmanned visitation. The Northey Street Community Gardens were rehabilitated without relocation.

A way forward........
The current community garden can be remediated. The area adjacent to the north-west of the community garden can be remediated in the short term as a priority element 
of the proposed overall Davies Park improvement works. The concept is to create a new community garden on a fallow site to enable the older garden to also be retrofitted, 
without losing garden functions in the short term.

The existing community garden
The existing community garden needs new planter beds which are lightweight and raised off the gardens in the vicinity of the trees and their roots. In the centre of the 
current garden, soil can be removed and clay-capped to provide an area for deeper rooted plants. This process can be incremental and the beautiful existing gardens can 
be allowed to retain their character. Produce would only be used once the garden planters are improved.

The extension community garden
This area of grass can be remediated immediately. Reclaimed land can be remediated and established centrally and away from the Moreton Bay Fig. A detailed plan can 
be prepared consistent with the layout and design of the existing garden. New raised planters and facilities can be constructed in the vicinity of tree roots. Once these 
community gardens are filled with clean topsoil, the community can begin gardening. The older gardens can then be retrofitted without losing the current gardening 
community onsite. 
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Mulched Embankment
Remove lower fence and
remediate/plant on bank.
Retain lease fence to top of 
bank.
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C The Jane Street Community Garden is a much-loved 
hub in West End. Land either side of the current 
garden should be set aside as part of a permanent 
larger lease area that allows the food garden to 
cater for the additional 20,000 people coming to 
West End.

 By relocating some fencing to tops of mounds, 
the Jane Street Community Garden can use and 
maintain the outer banks facing the street, providing 
additional space for larger productive plants and 
trees. Park funds should be allocated to consolidate 
the food gardens.
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JANE STREET

Creation of mound planted out with 
productive/screening species
Topsoil & subsoil removed, re-mediated and clay-
capped.
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Remove Camphor Laurel (Declared weed)

Area for raised planter beds
Fibre cement planters on light weight posts.
No in-ground gardens

Storage/Collection/Composting/
Water tanks area

Access path

Area for productive gardens in-ground
Topsoil & subsoil removed, re-mediated and clay-
capped. New topsoil placed to ground level
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Retain existing rear community 
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Jane Street Community Garden Extension & Renewal
Extension Concept Areas

Extend gardens up the bank

 The Jane Street Community Garden can be 
rehabilitated on site, by capping soil areas and 
installing raised planter beds through an incremental 
improvement process. The gardens do not have to 
be relocated to be made functional or safe.

  
 The Jane Street Community Garden is one of West 

End’s most loved public spaces and its improvement 
should be a priority in the immediate funding of 
works. There is no substantial evidence presented 
that the community gardens are impacting large 
trees nearby and this is not a reason to prevent 
ongoing activity.


